Dynamic intensity model calculation of vibronic oscillator strengths for Cs2NaNdCl6: A molecular dynamics study.
We present here a dynamic intensity model calculation of vibronic oscillator strengths for the Cs2NaNdCl6 compound by applying the method of molecular-dynamics simulation (MDS). The force field parameters used for the MDS reproduce the structure and several vibrational frequencies of Cs2NaNdCl6 very well. Both the static-coupling (SC) and dynamic-coupling (DC) mechanisms are taken into account for the intensity parameter calculations, in which the effective point charges and isotropic polarizabilities are optimized with respect to experimental energy levels. A comparison of intensity parameters and vibronic oscillator strengths between the two individual mechanisms indicates that the DC mechanism is operative. The calculated vibronic oscillator strengths for the combined SC and DC mechanism agree quite well with the available experimental values.